Quantitative evaluation of protein conformation in pharmaceuticals using cross-linking reactions coupled with LC-MS/MS analysis.
The need for a simple and high-throughput method for identifying the tertiary structure of protein pharmaceuticals has increased. In this study, a simple method for mapping the protein fold is proposed for use as a complementary quality test. This method is based on cross-linking a protein using a [bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)suberate (BS(3))], followed by peptide mapping by LC-MS. Consensus interferon (CIFN) was used as the model protein. The tryptic map obtained via liquid chromatography tandem mass spectroscopy (LC-MS/MS) and the mass mapping obtained via matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectroscopy were used to identify cross-linked peptides. While LC-MS/MS analyses found that BS(3) formed cross-links in the loop region of the protein, which was regarded as the biologically active site, sodium dodecyl-sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis demonstrated that cross-linking occurred within a protein molecule, but not between protein molecules. The occurrence of cross-links at the active site depends greatly on the conformation of the protein, which is determined by the denaturing conditions. Quantitative evaluation of the tertiary structure of CIFN was thus possible by monitoring the amounts of cross-linked peptides generated. Assuming that background information is available at the development stage, this method may be applicable to process development as a complementary test for quality control.